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FOREWORD

By many measures, 2022 was a challenging journey for investors.  As the year 
unfolded, public markets suffered significant drawdowns and, unusually, public 
equities and fixed income were correlated to one another. Hedge funds proved 
critical in delivering alpha and diversification in this environment when portfolios 
needed it most.

While 2023 will have its share of forbidding terrain ahead, we also see it as a year of 
change and opportunity. Persistently high inflation, higher rates and elevated 
volatility are creating an investment landscape quite unlike any we have faced in 
decades. In order to navigate this new environment, investors will need a new 
toolkit to provide the “AID” that portfolios require: alpha, inflation protection, 
and dislocation opportunities.  Fortunately, hedge funds can deliver on all fronts 
and arm portfolios for the risks and opportunities ahead.

In this new environment, active management— through selecting strategies and 
managers— will be key to producing enhanced returns and implementing hedge fund 
portfolios. Expertise is required to be able to identify, execute and monitor these 
portfolios and is an ever-evolving mission. In the pages ahead, we outline a roadmap 
of our highest conviction hedge fund strategies that we believe can generate 
uncorrelated alpha, navigate inflation and interest rate induced volatility, and
capitalize on near-term market dislocations.

On behalf of our team, thank you for your continued trust and partnership and we 
look forward to navigating the uncertain expedition of the year ahead together.  

Paul Zummo
Chief Investment Officer
Hedge Fund and Alternative
Credit Solutions Group

Jamie Kramer
Head of Alternatives Solutions, 
Hedge Fund and Alternative
Credit Solutions Group
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Credit Solutions Group

Paul Zummo, 
Chief Investment Officer,

Hedge Fund and Alternative
Credit Solutions Group
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MARKET VIEW

Looking back on 2022, there was no shortage of drama across global financial
markets. In an effort to curb rampant inflation, we saw central banks globally
increase policy rates at the fastest pace on record. This induced a large simultaneous
reset in valuations across both equity and fixed income markets. In fact, 2022 was the
first time in more than 150 years that stocks and bonds were both down at least 10%.
Markets remained highly volatile throughout the year as we witnessed wild swings on
both the up and downside. The average monthly move for the S&P 500 over the year was
nearly 6% which is the third highest monthly average for a given year since 1950.

With the typical 60/40 portfolio down -16% on the year, investors had very few places
to hide - though our hedge fund portfolios were one of them. Aided by the decline in
markets and the elevated level of volatility, our platform delivered its biggest positive
outperformance in 2022 (vs. traditional markets) since the GFC. Given the very
uncertain outlook coming into the year, our portfolios were tilted heavily towards
trading-oriented and convex strategies like Relative Value and Macro that we felt could
withstand any major market sell-offs while also benefiting from the ongoing elevated
volatility. We entered the year with below average allocations in directional equity and
credit strategies given the challenging backdrop for risk assets and the beta embedded in
many of those strategies. Those views proved correct and our clients were rewarded
across portfolios. Our uncorrelated hedge fund portfolios posted gains in 10 of the 12
months in 2022 to end the year up approximately 6%. Other than Macro, quant hedge
fund strategies were the other major beneficiaries of cross asset volatility. Overall, our
Quant portfolios ended the year at +8% with limited drawdowns throughout the year.

Looking ahead, we believe it will continue to be a challenging investment
environment for many traditional assets. While inflation has likely peaked in the US,
the path of reducing inflation to the Fed’s target while not causing a recession appears
quite narrow. As such, we suspect that inflation and, related, interest rate expectations
will likely prove too optimistic in the near-term. Additionally and despite the steep
selloff in 2022, equities and – especially – credit is not ‘cheap’ and arguably does not
reflect the likelihood of earnings revisions and future defaults. Taken together, we
expect ongoing market uncertainty and volatility – which should benefit alpha investors.
And while we remain underweight in equities and credit, we are finding compelling
idiosyncratic opportunities and expect to increase our exposure as we progress during the
year (especially if additional repricing / dislocation arises).

In 2023, we believe that an alpha-focused hedge fund allocation will continue to be
additive to multi-asset portfolios. Entering the year, we maintain our overweight in
less correlated Relative Value and Macro strategies, which should continue to benefit
from above average levels of cross asset volatility. We continue to maintain our
underweight in Long/Short Equity though we see select opportunities in dislocated areas
like Biotech and China. Broadly speaking, hedge fund managers remain defensively
positioned going into the new year, and we expect them to continue to be very tactical
and responsive to near term market movements.
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STRATEGY OUTLOOK

Source: J.P Morgan Alternative Asset Management. For discussion and illustrative purposes only. Information shown above is based upon market conditions at the time of the analysis and is subject to change. The
evaluations herein represent our current strategy views. Weightings and underlying data are adjusted by JPMAAM's investment committee. These scorings may not directly relate to a given sub-strategy's sizing in
our portfolios due to several factors that are not considered in this model. Opinions, estimates, forecasts, and statements of financial market trends that are based on current market conditions constitute our
judgment and are subject to change without notice. Information as of January 2023. Investments involve risks, not all investments are suitable for all investors. Investments are not similar or comparable to
deposits.
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Structured Credit
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The quarterly strategy heatmap is integral to our portfolio construction process. It guides our portfolio allocations and
represents our conviction in different strategies over the next year, albeit with a focus on the near-term.

Our ‘balanced’ portfolio weights are: Relative Value: 39.5% (44.5%), Opportunistic / Macro: 27.5% (20.0%), Long Short Equity:
20.0% (21.5%), Merger Arb / Event Driven: 2.5% (4.0%) and Credit: 10.5% (10.0%). Figures in parentheses show the weights
from a year ago where the change is driven by top-down views from our quarterly strategy heatmap, and by bottom-up
analysis from our manager selection and due diligence process.

Key:  /  denotes change from the Q4 2022 JPMAAM Heatmap.  
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RELATIVE VALUE
 With continued economic and political uncertainty,

volatility should remain relatively elevated, creating a
robust opportunity set for most Relative Value
strategies.

 Both short and medium horizon quant strategies should
continue to do well given that we expect periods of
higher volatility as markets look for a new equilibrium in
a recessionary environment. These computer-driven
strategies are designed to generate an uncorrelated
return stream from short term mis-pricings across
equities as well as futures, while seeking to limit market
and factor beta. Our approach of using both traditional
quant (prior-based alphas) as well as machine learning
funds has helped to create a more robust return stream.

 Multi-strategy managers performed well in 2022 and
continue to be well positioned to benefit from the
market environment, as their flexible balance sheets
should allow these funds to nimbly allocate capital
across different opportunities as they arise. That said,
the dispersion in manager performance is high and it is
important to understand each fund’s distinct specialties
and their ability to scale those capabilities.

OPPORTUNISTIC/MACRO
 Discretionary Macro was a standout performer in 2022.

Short rates, long USD and long commodities were some
of the key positions held by Macro managers that added
value throughout the course of the year. Heading into
2023, there is less consensus among Discretionary Macro
manager views, so we expect performance drivers to be
less concentrated and more diversifying moving forward.

 Despite our expectation of less obvious trends in the
coming year, elevated volatility across asset classes and
interest rates unhinged from the zero bound should pave
the way for a continuation of the above average
environment for the strategy. We believe uncertainty on
the macro and political front along with divergent
economic and policy stances across regions should
provide additional tailwinds for the strategy.

 Additionally, range bound markets with ample volatility
should allow managers the ability to enter and exit
trades more frequently, benefitting from both long and
short expressions of the same themes. We continue to
prefer managers who can express these views using
instruments with convex return profiles.

 On the Opportunistic front, reinsurance presents one of
our most attractive investment opportunities and
appears to be offering the best entry point in more than
a decade. The dislocation is largely a function of
supply/demand imbalance.

 The last five years have seen above average catastrophic
losses, leading to an erosion of capital for rated
reinsurers and disappointing returns for investors. More
recently, capital allocators have also been saddled with
meaningful losses across their traditional (i.e. equities
and fixed income) investment portfolios. This has
resulted in a significant reduction in the available capital
that can be supplied heading into the 2023 renewal
season. Conversely, inflation and regulatory forces have
put upward pressure on the notional amount of
reinsurance required across the industry.

 Combining these supply/demand factors, we expect
premiums (and thus ex ante returns) to increase by a
magnitude of 25-40% on YOY basis. Further adding to the
attractiveness of the strategy, catastrophe reinsurance is
one of the few strategies where returns are not driven by
financial markets, making it a very strong source of
diversification away from equities and fixed income.

 Finally, we have increased conviction in faster trading,
shorter horizon CTAs this quarter. CTAs in general
performed very well last year due to persistent trends in
equities, rates, and currencies that drove ample trading
opportunities across a number of futures markets. Purely
trend-following strategies which rely on persistent trends
can be vulnerable in reversals, and there is potential for
shorter horizon CTAs to do better in choppier markets.
Additionally, we prefer to see breadth in terms of
models (beyond trend-following) and markets traded.

Source: J.P Morgan Alternative Asset Management. For discussion and illustrative purposes only. Information shown above is based upon market conditions at the time of the analysis and is subject to change.
Exhibit 1 Source: Source: Guy Carpenter. 2023 includes Aeolus estimate of 25% price increases. Projected results shown are based on Aeolus Capital Management Ltd.’s (“ACM”) current expectations and analysis
but involve risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors that may cause actual results and performance to be materially different. The assumptions used to create such projected results and forward looking
statements are difficult or impossible to predict accurately and although ACM believes they are reasonable, there is no assurance that these projected results will be achieved.
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Exhibit 1:  Guy Carpenter US Property 
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STRATEGY OUTLOOK
LONG SHORT EQUITY
 Given inflationary and rate related headwinds facing

equities today, we remain underweight Long Short Equity
strategies. That said, we anticipate increasing our
market beta as the year progresses and believe that a
combination of heightened dispersion, higher borrowing
costs and a more skeptical market should prove
beneficial for alpha opportunities – especially on the
short-side. Additionally, we have been leaning into
select dislocations and deploying capital in
biotechnology and Asia (with a focus on China). More
broadly, we expect non-US outperformance in 2023.

 Biotech has experienced a historic drawdown, both in
magnitude and duration. A silver lining is that post-
drawdown returns have consistently been very strong
historically. Given the materiality of the dislocation, we
believe the market is ripe for active management. M&A
and other innovative partnerships between big pharma
and ‘beaten-down’ biotech companies can create
meaningful upside in specific names and generate
significant dispersion within the sector. In the current
environment of depressed capital markets, it is
important to understand companies’ balance sheets,
cash burn, and ability to reach important milestones
(e.g. completing a clinical trial, FDA approval).

 Sentiment on Asia has improved dramatically now that
has China relaxed its Zero-COVID policies (albeit with a
bumpy start) and is re-focusing on policies that aid
economic growth (rather than rein in corporate
excesses). That said, the road to recovery for China may
not be a straight one given the challenging global growth
backdrop and thus we continue to like a low net Long
Short approach to investing in China.

MERGER ARB/EVENT DRIVEN
 We remain underweight Event Driven strategies given the

overhangs from lower market valuations, difficult
financing conditions, and low CEO confidence. We
expect limited deal/transaction volume in this
environment and thus limited opportunities to earn
attractive rates of return. Given the limited opportunity
set, we prefer vetting and participating in individual co-
investments in lieu of dedicated fund exposure.

 A bright spot in the event space is the growing number of
low-coupon, high yield-to-maturity convertible bonds.
These structures have become largely orphaned as
investors flock to attractive yields available in vanilla
debt offerings. Event oriented managers can create
additional value in these structures by agitating for
negotiated tenders, refinancings, and other events.

PUBLIC CREDIT
 We remain underweight credit overall given relatively

tight spreads despite deteriorating economic conditions.
While directional exposure remains very low, we have
selectively taken advantage of the reset in interest rates
by adding to yield oriented strategies which offer
attractive return potential in the current environment.

 With respect to yield, one of the key exposures we have
been increasing in portfolios is structured credit. We
have focused on opportunities with limited duration
which offer structural protection in the event that
economic conditions worsen from here. Similarly, we
have grown our allocation to niche loan origination
strategies that have high barriers to entry and offer
similar risk/return characteristics (i.e. structural
protection, limited duration, higher yields).

 We remain patient with respect to adding
stressed/distressed exposure at this juncture and
anticipate finding a better entry point in the coming
year. In the meantime, we have been actively growing
manager relationships to ensure our ability to scale
quickly when the time comes. We anticipate Europe’s
more dire economic situation could give way to a more
meaningful opportunity set. As such, we remain focused
on expanding our tool kit in the region during the early
part of 2023. Irrespective of the region, we will look to
partner with managers that can benefit from dispersion
today, investing both long and short in the near term,
and that can pivot toward long biased distressed
investments in the event of a significant dislocation.

Source: J.P Morgan Alternative Asset Management. For discussion and illustrative purposes only. Information shown above is based upon market conditions at the time of the analysis and is subject to change.
Exhibit 2 Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 31 December 2022. MSCI World and S&P Biotech are in USD. MSCI China is in HKD. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current and future results.
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The manager seeks to achieve its stated objectives, there is no guarantee they will be met. Investments involve risks and are not similar or comparable to
deposits. Not all investments are appropriate for all investors. Risk management does not imply elimination of risks. Provided for upland reporting purposes
only, not to be construed as research or investment advice.

Arbitrage strategies are highly complex. Such trading strategies are dependent upon various computer and telecommunications technologies and upon adequate
liquidity in markets traded. The successful execution of these strategies could be severely compromised by, among other things, illiquidity of the markets traded.
These strategies are dependent on historical correlations that may not always be true and may result in losses. Investors should consider a hedge fund investment
a supplement to an overall investment program and should invest only if they are willing to undertake the risks involved. A hedge fund investment will involve
significant risks such as illiquidity and a long-term investment commitment.

NOT FOR RETAIL DISTRIBUTION: This communication has been prepared exclusively for institutional, wholesale, professional clients and qualified
investors only, as defined by local laws and regulations.

This is a promotional document and is intended to report solely on investment strategies and opportunities identified by J.P. Morgan Asset Management and as
such the views contained herein are not to be taken as advice or a recommendation to buy or sell any investment or interest thereto. This document is
confidential and intended only for the person or entity to which it has been provided. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of the
reader. The material was prepared without regard to specific objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular receiver. Any research in this document
has been obtained and may have been acted upon by J.P. Morgan Asset Management for its own purpose. The results of such research are being made
available as additional information and do not necessarily reflect the views of J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Any forecasts, figures, opinions, statements of
financial market trends or investment techniques and strategies expressed are those of J.P. Morgan Asset Management, unless otherwise stated, as of the date
of issuance. They are considered to be reliable at the time of production, but no warranty as to the accuracy and reliability or completeness in respect of any
error or omission is accepted, and may be subject to change without reference or notification to you.

Investment involves risks. Any investment decision should be based solely on the basis of any relevant offering documents such as the prospectus, annual
report, semi-annual report, private placement or offering memorandum. For further information, any questions and for copies of the offering material you can
contact your usual J.P. Morgan Asset Management representative. Both past performance and yields are not reliable indicators of current and future results.
There is no guarantee that any forecast will come to pass. Any reproduction, retransmission, dissemination or other unauthorized use of this document or the
information contained herein by any person or entity without the express prior written consent of J.P. Morgan Asset Management is strictly prohibited.
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CONCLUSION

In summary, while the worst of the market sell-off may be behind us, there is still significant economic and market 
uncertainty to come in the year ahead. With this volatile and challenging backdrop, hedge funds are positioned to continue 
to add significant value to investors’ portfolios through alpha, inflation protection, and dislocation opportunities.  We 
continue to look to Relative Value and Macro strategies to provide persistent uncorrelated returns and are selectively 
optimistic on dislocated thematic opportunities.  Active management, through strategy and manager selection, will be 
imperative to implementing return enhancing hedge fund portfolios.  We hope our views and insights prove to be a helpful 
guide and we look forward to partnering together to navigate the uncertain journey ahead.

IMPORTANT NOTES
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IMPORTANT NOTES (CONT.)
J.P. Morgan Asset Management or any of its affiliates and employees may hold positions or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of any issuer
discussed herein or act as the underwriter, placement agent or lender to such issuer. The investments and strategies discussed herein may not be
appropriate for all investors and may not be authorized or its offering may be restricted in your jurisdiction, it is the responsibility of every reader to satisfy
himself as to the full observance of the laws and regulations of the relevant jurisdictions. Prior to any application investors are advised to take all necessary
legal, regulatory and tax advice on the consequences of an investment in the products.

Securities products, if presented in the U.S., are offered by J.P. Morgan Institutional Investments, Inc., member of FINRA.

J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the brand for the asset management business of JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its affiliates worldwide.

To the extent permitted by applicable law, we may record telephone calls and monitor electronic communications to comply with our legal and regulatory
obligations and internal policies. Personal data will be collected, stored and processed by J.P. Morgan Asset Management in accordance with our privacy
policies at https://am.jpmorgan.com/global/privacy.

This communication is issued by the following entities:
In the United States, by J.P. Morgan Investment Management Inc. or J.P. Morgan Alternative Asset Management, Inc., both regulated by the Securities and
Exchange Commission; in Latin America, for intended recipients’ use only, by local J.P. Morgan entities, as the case may be. In Canada, for institutional
clients’ use only, by JPMorgan Asset Management (Canada) Inc., which is a registered Portfolio Manager and Exempt Market Dealer in all Canadian provinces
and territories except the Yukon and is also registered as an Investment Fund Manager in British Columbia, Ontario, Quebec and Newfoundland and Labrador.
In the United Kingdom, by JPMorgan Asset Management (UK) Limited, which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority; in other
European jurisdictions, by JPMorgan Asset Management (Europe) S.à r.l. In Asia Pacific (“APAC”), by the following issuing entities and in the respective
jurisdictions in which they are primarily regulated: JPMorgan Asset Management (Asia Pacific) Limited, or JPMorgan Funds (Asia) Limited, or JPMorgan Asset
Management Real Assets (Asia) Limited, each of which is regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong; JPMorgan Asset Management
(Singapore) Limited (Co. Reg. No. 197601586K), this advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore; JPMorgan
Asset Management (Taiwan) Limited; JPMorgan Asset Management (Japan) Limited, which is a member of the Investment Trusts Association, Japan, the
Japan Investment Advisers Association, Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association and the Japan Securities Dealers Association and is regulated by the
Financial Services Agency (registration number “Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial Instruments Firm) No. 330”); in Australia, to wholesale clients only as
defined in section 761A and 761G of the Corporations Act 2001 (Commonwealth), by JPMorgan Asset Management (Australia) Limited (ABN 55143832080)
(AFSL 376919).

For U.S. only: If you are a person with a disability and need additional support in viewing the material, please call us at 1-800-343-1113 for assistance.

Copyright 2022 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved.

Malaysia, Philippines, Brunei, Thailand, Indonesia, India, Vietnam and Korea: This document is provided in response to your request. This document is for
informational purposes only and does not constitute an invitation or offer to the public. This document including any other documents in connection are for
intended recipients only and should not be distributed, caused to be distributed or circulated to the public. This document should not be treated as a
prospectus or offering document and it has not been reviewed or approved by regulatory authorities in these jurisdictions. It is recipient’s responsibility to
obtain any regulatory approvals and complying with requirements applicable to them.

People’s Republic of China: This document is private and confidential and is issued to you upon your specific request and is provided for your internal use
and informational purposes only. It may not be photocopied, reproduced, circulated or otherwise distributed or redistributed to others. This document does
not constitute an offer, whether by sale or subscription, in the People's Republic of China (the "PRC"). Any interests stated is not being offered or sold
directly or indirectly in the PRC to or for the benefit of, legal or natural persons of the PRC. Further, no legal or natural persons of the PRC may directly or
indirectly purchase any beneficial interest therein without obtaining all prior PRC’s governmental approvals that are required, whether statutorily or
otherwise. Persons who come into possession of this document are required by the issuer and its representatives to observe these restrictions.

Material ID: 09cp222007080719
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